The London force between macromolecules immersed in a liquid medium has an interesting property which may be of biological significance. For the purpose of formulating the London interaction, one may represent each macromolecule by a set of electric dipole oscillators of specified polarizability, frequency, and orientation. To consider the simplest case, one may study macromolecules of globular form not in direct contact with each other. (They might be separated by Debyeiuckel-Onsager atmospheres made up of molecules from the medium; then the equilibrium distance between the macromolecules would be regulated by concentration changes in the ionic medium.)' Such a geometrical arrangement means that the dipole oscillators, which actually are distributed all over a macromolecule, can be replaced by oscillators located at this macromolecule's center. The quadrupole, octupole, etc., terms (which arise when the oscillators are displaced to the molecular center) can be neglected in a crude first approximation.
between an arrangement I I. .. II II, and an arrangement I II ... I II, where each row of dots indicates a large separation between the two pairs of near neighbors.) These "rearrangement-free-energy" evaluations can also be interpreted as taking account of "buoyancy": A4AI nI measures the free-energy gain when two macromolecules 1, 1, which are immersed in a homogeneous isotropic medium composed of small molecules, become near neighbors; in this case the symbol II stands for any one of the conceptual aggregates of medium molecules into which the medium is parceled out and which are of the same size and shape as the macromolecules I. With this notation, the property under discussion is that A4A1 II is negative definite.
Consider first the interaction of molecules each represented by a simple isotropic oscillator in the classical limit of oscillator frequencies w < kT/h: AAi II -M-6RkTaIaII, (1 A4Ai II = -3R-kT(ai -au1)2 < 0.
( (1) and (2) . The sum of the polarizabilities of all the oscillators in molecule I is inserted in place of the single oscillator polarizability a, in equation (2), and similarly with the polarizabilities of molecule II.4 This means that there is an inequality just like equation (2), depending on a single quantity, i.e., the difference of the total polarizabilities of the two molecules. The same holds good for equations (3) and (4), if all the oscillators have one and the same frequency. (All this becomes evident from eq. [10] below.) Conversely, equation (4) and its multi-oscillator generalization become of general interest if the oscillators cover a diversified range of frequencies as well as of polarizabilities. If one represents actual macromolecules by oscillator sets, these sets will usually show such a wide distribution of frequencies that neither the classical nor the quantum limit results can serve as a basis for the discussion of specificity.
Previous to knowing the pioneer work of Hamaker and de Boer, we proceeded in the following manner, which should serve the purpose of defining and estimating this kind of specificity. This procedure covers the many-oscillator case and covers the entire range of frequencies.
The 
One can replace this sum over the normal modes by the trace of -a function of the diagonalized potential-energy matrix (with eigenvalues '/2W52) and take advantage of the fact that this trace is invariant, i.e., the same as the trace of the potentialenergy matrii which has the intermolecular interaction entries 'U, CCel ml1/2 (efm,-/1R-3(ubu. + utuj, -2u1zujz) still present in off-diagonal. locations; el, ml, ue, uj&, uzz are the effective charge, mass, and direction cosines of the lth oscillator of the isolated molecule I, and the subscript j refers correspondingly to, molecule IL. The form (6) readily permits expansion of AA, xI in powers of U. If U can be written as a matrix product of one factor referring to molecule I only, and another to molecule II (and this is certainly possible for the dipolar part of the polarizability interaction), then, after some matrix calculations.5 one obtains
S 00 43, 1957 so that this is a sum over s, to which, in the classical limit, only s = 0 contributes; the important contributions go up to about s = 100 if near-ultraviolet oscillators have the strongest polarizabilities. Relation (10) is not additively composed of contributions from the oscillators 1 = 1, 2.
Inequality (10) is made up of a sum of negative-definite terms; it is therefore equivalent to several inequalities which, of course, are not all independent. Should there be, among the different kinds of molecules, only two different narrow frequency regions with appreciable polarizabilities at (e.g., one region.in ultraviolet, the other in infrared [ Fig. 1 ), then we would have only two effectively independent inequalities. Going from relation (10) (9) and (10) for ergies arising from a given pair of one dimensional oscillators in the simplest case molecule types I and II. The conwhen, in molecule I, /i1/27rkT = 7 (infrared) for cept "specific interaction" may be all 1 = 1 to Ni, and, in molecule II, Xi~/27rkT = 37 (ultraviolet) for all 1 = N, + 1 to N1 + NII.
attached to the capacity of discrimination which a particular molecule type I exhibits in its interaction with other molecule types II taken at random out of a manifold of molecule types. The degree of specificity thus may be defined as the measure of the subset of types II discriminated against when confronted with type I, divided by the measure of the total set of all types II in the manifold. The interesting feature of the many-parametric distribution of W,, i.e., of the several independent inequalities, is that, even though the average of the various rearrangement free energies A4A II may be quite moderate, the degree of specificity so defined can be fairly high, close to unity, simply by virtue of the many-dimensionality of inequality (9) or inequality (10). Even in the absence of adequate experimental data concerning the polarizabilities and the intermolecular distances R, a brief remark about the order of magnitude of the effects may be appropriate. London-van der Waals forces are indeed weak in general If one measures the interaction energy by comparison with a fixed quantity kT, defining as "range" that distance R at which this energy is equal to -kT, and if one measures the total polarizability of a molecule in terms of its volume, then the range will have to be measured in terms of the molecular diameter, because (volume)2 X R-depends only on the ratio (molecular diameter/R).
This means that for macromolecules the London interaction may reach farther than ordinary chemical bonds do. London specificity effects can, however, manifest themselves only if the molecules have very strong polarizabilities and if these polarizabilities are distributed over a very wide frequency range from the ultraviolet down, and with diversified oscillator orientations, these distributions being quite different for the various molecule types. The crude overall distribution is all what matters, the finer details are quite irrelevant; this is evident from Figure 1 .
The biological significance of this property of the London force may be exemplified in the problem of synapsis of homologous chromosome sections during meiosis. That there is accurate recognition of corresponding parts of a chromosome pair (which have to be considered as approximately identical rather than complementary to each other) is evidenced strikingly in the phenomenon of inverted synapsis. The mechanism which brings homologous chromosome sections together and lets them go apart again at a later time might perhaps be regulated by ionic concentration changes in the medium.
Still more important is the specificity of the London force for an understanding of self-duplication. It does not seem likely that the genes unfold or rip into two halves in the process of self-duplication, for two reasons: (1) The enormous stability of a gene capable of surviving millions of duplication processes, unharmed, appears to be a phenomenon which is rather incompatible with a duplication mechanism which does not leave the gene entirely intact, because an unfolded structure (or, even more soj a Watson-Crick double helix if ripped apart) would be liable to breakages or other changes. (2) The astonishing accuracy of the duplication process is equally difficult to comprehend if the structure representing the gene is not kept intact. The opening up of-such a structure would permit "alien" groups of atoms to become attached and thereby change the gene.
One may assume that molecules out of which the genes can be assembled are readily available among many other molecules in the medium surrounding a gene and that Brownian motion provides for a reshuffling of those molecules. The specificity of the London force, if strong enough, will then cause the retention of medium molecules, which happen to be identical with the constituent molecules of the gene, respectively, in the neighborhood of the gene molecules. This will considerably facilitate the assembly process.6
With regard to the properties of the London force, molecules are identical if they have the same distribution of polarizabilities. Structural identity is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for the "identity" on which London-force specificity depends. Correspondingly, London specificity may play a role in a wider group of biological specificity phenomena, such as enzyme specificity or antigen-antibody specificity.
It is evident that the manifestation of biological specificity is due to several quite distinct phenomena. Specificity based on complementarity is the best known among them and has reached the stage of quantitative evaluation.' A detailed account of this theory and a more comprehensive list of references will be given elsewhere.5
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